This half term we are learning about ‘Roman Britain’ with a focus on the legacy
the Romans left behind. We will be learning about the Roman timeline in Britain
and why they came and then subsequently left.

English
As readers, we will be retrieving information from different texts related to the Romans.
As writers, we will be creating a narrative using description and speech, and writing our own non fiction texts.

Maths
As mathematicians, we will be looking at measurement; we will compare mm, cm and m working towards
measuring and calculating perimeter. We will be looking at fractions, focusing on fractions of amounts and
equivalent fractions. We will have a weekly focus on problem solving using practical methods.

Science

Topic

As scientists, we will be exploring the importance
of eating the right amounts of different foods. We
will also be working to identify the different types
of teeth and their uses.

As historians, we will be looking at how the Romans
invaded and then settled in Britain. We will be looking
at the legacy and how even today we still have a
lasting impact made by the Romans in Britain.

Art
In art, we will be creating our own food inspired
landscapes sketches and drawings.

Music
As musicians, we will be exploring pulse and
rhythm through listening and composition.

Physical Education

Computing
As computer users, we will be creating and debugging
algorithms using Scratch.

Spanish
As linguists, we will be learning to count to twenty
and learning the days of the week.

PSHE

In PE, we are focusing on gymnastics, dance and
outdoor games.

Our theme in PSHE is ‘Good To Be Me’. We will be
looking at our learning styles and understanding how
we are all unique.

We enjoy sessions of Fit-4-life; therefore, we need
appropriate kit every day of the week. This
includes no jewellery for health and safety
reasons.

Religious Education
In RE, our topic is Christianity. We are looking at
stories from the bible, leading up to the Easter
celebrations.

